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This will be the last of the lockdown 
newsletters for a while so I would like 
to take this opportunity to thank Steve 

Denley-Hill, Mary Yee, and Gareth 
Beech for their hard work in collating 

and producing the newsletter and to all 
of you who contributed articles, quizzes, 

recipes, jokes and photos. I know many of you have enjoyed 
reading about the club over the last few months and I hope that 
we will be able to continue with a newsletter in future. As you 
may imagine, a newsletter like this one takes a lot of work and 
the more help we have the better. So please get in touch if you 
would be interested in helping in future. 
As some of you may know, I have been in Scotland for the last 
6 weeks for family reasons. Thanks to the wonders of modern 
technology I have been able to continue working from home as 
well as staying involved in club matters. Vice-captains Rachel 
Crowle and Ollie Banks have done a marvellous job in dealing 
with things that I can't do remotely and I'd also like to thank 
Trevor and the rest of the committee for their support while I 
have been away. I plan to return to Cardiff at the beginning of 
September when I look forward to trying out our new landing 
stage (if it ever stops raining).
Another change which I hope will be in place by the time I 
get back is the reopening of the gyms following the lifting of 
restriction by the Welsh Government. I don't have an opening 

date to tell you yet so please look out for some club comms on 
this. In preparation, Trevor and Sarah have been marking out 
the gym floors and spacing out the equipment so that we can 
maintain social distancing. There will also be a booking system 
in place (like we have for river sessions) and we will be issuing 
guidance on how to stay safe when using the gyms. Remember 
that this virus hasn't gone away so we all need to keep doing 
all we can to limit its spread.
A question I get asked a lot is “when will we get back to crew 
boats, coxing and racing?”. The short answer is I don't know yet. 
Welsh Rowing have been in discussion with Welsh Government 
about this and they have recently made a recommendation 
to the government to allow crew boats outside of single or 
extended households. It all comes down to the fact that when in 
crew boats, we are in close proximity for an extended period of 
time which brings an increased risk of infection. I know a lot of 
this can feel like a theoretical risk and, as a cox and a rower, I 
share the frustration of not being able to get back to crew boats 
and racing. However, I am confident that everyone is doing 
their best to weigh up the risks involved in lifting restrictions. 
When we are able to return to crew boats then it will be in a 
way that helps us to enjoy rowing while keeping the virus at 
bay. 
That's all from me for now. I look forward to seeing you all soon.
Stay safe
Laura

A Message from Laura - Club Captain

Work has started on the new landing stage... and where we are today... 
oops - it seems to be under water...!



  The Chairman Reports

Open the Boathouse 
Doors for Rowing
It has been almost two months since LRC has been able 
to reopen our boathouse again, so now seems timely to 
update our members with these (quite a few!) reminders – 
which will be part of our phased reopening...
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic and the 
closure of the Club in March, there have been regular 
meetings of the club Committee which has focused mainly 
on the financial management of the club and preparations 
for a phased reopening following guidance to clubs issued 
by Welsh Rowing.  
After the announcement allowing the resumption of 
watersports for exercise and recreation, plans for a phased 
reopening and a return to single sculling for limited groups 
of members were put in place, in conjunction with a risk 
assessment and adherence to social distancing guidelines, 
at this stage only the boathouses were opened for use in 
accordance with appropriate safety measures, with other 
club facilities remaining closed. 
More guidance has now been issued to permit the 
reopening of facilities, such as the gyms, and advice for 
clubs to be able to use other boats. 

The advice sets out a phased approach to the re-
introduction of crew boats starting with mixed households 
using coxless pairs and doubles, before gradually moving 
up to other boats at a later stage. We plan to phase the 
reintroduction of crew boats, to help minimise the risk of 
transmission of the virus as the number of infections in 
the community decreases.
Please note that any plans are easily reversible, so that 
we can respond to any changes enforced at a national or 
local level.
We will confirm to members the start dates for the 
reopening of the gyms, and the use of other boats via the 
club comm’s, and finally I’m happy to report that our new 
landing stage  should be completed within the next few 
days and then be back in full use.
While the pandemic has been a major disruption to the 
rowing calendar, its thanks to the valiant efforts which 
have been made so that we can maintain the interest 
among our members.
The club will continue to monitor all available advice, with 
public health remaining the number one priority.

WHAT SHALL WE DO?
2021 is the 75th Anniversary of the creation of Llandaff Rowing Club
For our 50th Anniversary, with the help of a Lottery Grant 
we built the present club buildings on the foundations of the 
tiered building constructed in 1946. At the 1996 opening 
of our new facilities by Pincent and Redgrave we were also 
fortunate to have ex LRC member Charlie Wiggin a Bronze 
Medalist at the Moscow Olympics.
The disruption and cost of the new buildings and their 
opening plus an anniversary regatta was all we were able to 
do that year. 
For our 75th Anniversary what shall we do?
Those involved with the creation of LRC in 1946 would not 
recognise the LRC of today. Not just with the changes in 
equipment, little or no rowing during the winter months, 
no provision for women members and working men’s racing 
rules.
During the lockdown, those of you who have been reading 
our newsletter will have noted the diversity of activities that 
club members are or have been involved in. As an editor of 

the newsletter I realise the articles obtained thus far represent 
only a fraction of the wealth of talent that the club is fortunate 
to have.
To start the 2021 ball rolling Mary Yee and Roy Nicholls 
are forming a small committee to draw together material 
for an Anniversary Book of the History of Rowing on the 
Taff and LRC from the mid 19th century to the present day. 
If you might be interested in being part of this editorial 
team or would like to know more about it then contact  
mary.yee@llandaffrc.com  
The more people contributing to this book, however small, 
the better it will be.
Apart from the book there are some obvious things we might 
consider such as an Anniversary Dinner and Regatta, but I 
am sure that there are many more great ideas out there. It 
does not matter how outrageous or challenging your idea 
might be, we really want to hear from you with thoughts, 
ideas or comments as soon as possible.

TREVOR WING



Naming a Boat... 
                             what’s in the name?
Most Rowing Clubs have boats with individual names on them and Llandaff is no exception. Invariably they are the names of 
people who have done amazing things for the club, their tribute have been gratifying and we have honoured them by naming 
a boat after them. They are part of the club's history and deserve to be remembered.
We retell their story so that you get an opportunity to understand the value of these individuals, the names on the bow of 
the boat that you row in. We’re sorry we weren’t able to get stories on all boats, but we hope the past few editions have been 
of interest to those who have names on our boats. This last edition, we see another article about George Plumtree whom his 
wife took time to put pen to paper and Neale Corbett, still remembered by many at the club, written by Tracy his sister who 
was also a very active, high level rower in her time at the club.

George Plumtree was born in 1913, one of 8 children. He started rowing at 
Isleworth Rowing Cub in the early 1930’s.
The Club was a National Amateur Rowing Association (NARA) Club. The 
NARA catered for the large number of working class men who were prevented 
from joining the Amateur Rowing Association (ARA) by virtue of their manual 
occupation. As George was a process engraver working in the print industry he 
was deemed to be a manual worker.
Isleworth Rowing Club had a floating boathouse which one day in 1938 forgot 
to come up with the tide, resulting the end of Isleworth Rowing Club. One of 
the club’s boats was then given to Twickenham Rowing Club, an ARA Club next 
to Isleworth. In 1937 the ARA’s rule regarding manual workers was removed so 
George was able to join Twickenham in 1938.
During the same period George also played rugby, starting at Osterley RFC in 
1931.  In 1938 he was invited to join Harlequins, of which he became a life-long 
member and through which he met Hubert Johnson* of Llandaff Rowing Club.
George joined up at the beginning of the Second World War serving with the Royal Army Service Corps from 1940 to 1946. On 
returning from the War, George again took up both rugby and rowing, rowing at Henley Royal Regatta in 1947.
George was Captain of Twickenham Rowing Club twelve times between 1947 and 1986, a period of 39 years.  He was President of 
the Club for five years from 1990 to 1995.
Apart from coaching at Twickenham, for much of this time he also coached at many other clubs up and down the Thames and also 
at various other clubs including Eton College, Oxford University and the Dock Labour Board.  In the 1960’s he coached Nautilus, 
which became the National Squad.
Having coached at London Rowing Club, in 1964 George was elected Captain of London Rowing Club.
In 1989 the Club had a 12-oar boat that rowed down the course at Henley Royal Regatta. The crew was composed of ex-London 
RC Captains. George, aged 77, rowed in the centre of the boat at number 8. Afterwards he said he was glad his seat stuck so he 
couldn’t row a complete stroke!
In the 1960’s along with a partner, George started up Central 
London Display Limited which built exhibition stands. This 
was his occupation when he was asked by Hubert Johnson to do 
some coaching at Llandaff.  In spite of his business commitments 
he still found time to travel to Wales at the weekends. 
George will be remembered by everyone you knew him as a 
lively character with his many stories and jokes and, thanks 
to working in the print industry, his taking of snuff.  He passed 
away in 2008, just short of his 96th birthday.

* Herbert Johnson was a President of Llandaff Rowing Club and Cardiff 
Rugby Club at the same time. A well respected member of Llandaff Rowing 
Club it was he who paid for the land where the club sits today which he 
donated to the club.

George Plumtree : Double, remembered by Kay Plumtree - 1913-2008



Neale Corbett  - 1970 - 2003  
“Glory is in the team not the individual.” – Sean Sullivan
Neale was born at Glossop Terrace, in Cardiff on January 20th 1970. He 
attended Radyr Comprehensive, and was always passionate about sport. 
At the age of 10, Neale was introduced to Llandaff Rowing Club by Creswell 
Wiggins (Junior). Creswell was looking to recruit junior coxes to help build 
the junior squad.  After learning to cox, Neale fell in love with the sport, and 
steered many crew’s to victory.
By the age of 12 he had joined the rowing junior squad, and owned his first 
sculling boat. 
Neale soon became a very active junior rowing member, and before long 
he was selected for the Welsh Junior rowing team, to compete at 1986 
Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh. 
By the following year, Neale was training hard in his sculling boat and getting 
well known on the local circuit.  As he grew in height, so did his passion for 
winning, and soon was competing with the very successful Llandaff senior 
squad and winning at numerous regattas.
In 1987 Neale moved up to London and joined the Metropolitan Police, a 
job that he always wanted to do and always thoroughly enjoyed. During his 
distinguished career Neale was Commended several times for acting above 
and beyond the call of duty – not surprising to those who knew him! 

Courage, commitment, loyalty 
and fun would best describe 
Neale. He was an extremely 
popular figure on the regatta 
circuit and this was because of his generosity of spirit and sense of fun. He always 
had time to stop and chat!
Neale went on to compete for many years at regional, national and international 
level with great success. 
As Police Cadet he became British Police Rowing Champion. He then went on to 
captain the Metropolitain Police Rowing Club. 
Neale became a member of Furnivall Rowing Club, and then moved on to Sons of 
the Thames. It was with Sons that his crew reached the semi-finals at Henley Royal 
Regatta in the Britannia Cup in 1994, and in the same year Neale also competed 
for the Welsh squad in the Home Countries. Neale continued his rowing success and 
won Gold in the A Category at the Seville World Masters in 1999. 
On his return from Seville, Neale discovered a lump in his Calf.  It was first thought 
to be deep vain thrombosis but turned out to be bone cancer.  Neale had just met 
Lisa after Seville, and both were in for some very challenging times ahead.  After 
several operations and chemo-therapy treatments, Neale battled on, and Lisa never 
left his side, and Neale never once complained. 
In 2002 Neale and Lisa married in Cardiff, and settled in their home in Henley. 
By 2003, Neale’s health deteriorated and he soon lost his final fight.  Neale died 
peacefully on Saturday August 30th at home in Henley-on-Thames after a long and 
courageous fight against cancer.
To all those who knew Neale either in the rowing world community or in the police, 
he will be remembered as someone who would give his all at all times – whether 
racing on the river, serving the public or fighting cancer.  He was such an incredible, 
passionate and talented individual, that his legacy will live long in the memory of 
those who knew him. 
On 16th December 2003, Lisa gave birth to the beautiful Abigail Corbett, who both 
now live in Cardiff. Abi attended a learn to row course at Llandaff Rowing Club last 
year, and has also been seen to be pulling her Aunty Tracy down the River Thames 
in London! 
Let’s just say Abi is keeping it in the family! 

Neale ‘Corby’ Corbett : Double / Pair, remembered by Tracy Corbett



I’m sure if like me, you have found yourself using less 
cash during the lockdown. This is due to the fact that 
we couldn’t go out to spend money, but also because 
more places are requiring the use of cards as money is 
seen as a risk of carrying coronavirus. The figures show 
that cash usage in the UK peaked around 2012 and has 
been going down ever since. The coronavirus epidemic 
has pushed this even further.
But does this mean we will one day be a cashless 
society? Well, Sweden has stated that its aim is to be 
cashless by 2023, Germany and Japan, probably the 
countries furthest from cashless, have the most stable 
inflation rates of any industrialise nations. Does this 
mean that cash is good or bad? Well it all depends on 
your viewpoint.  
Before we get to the pros and cons, let’s get one subject 
out of the way. That’s “Legal Tender”, often stated by 
people as a reason that merchants cannot refuse my 
£10 and insist on a card transaction. Well, sorry that’s 
not true. It’s perfectly legal for a shop to refuse cash. 
The term “Legal Tender” is for debts, not for purchases. 
So it’s legal to walk into a Building Society and pay off 
your mortgage with a wheelbarrow full of coins’, but 
Supermarkets can legally reject it.
The major disadvantages of having cash are really 
significant, money is heavy to transport (not just notes, 
coins are metal and can be heavy to carry), cost a lot 
to print/produce, can be forged and have to be re-
designed a lot to keep ahead of the forgers. It wears 
out and has to be replaced.
Also, money can be used for illegal activity, from getting 
around paying tax and VAT to robbery or other physical 
crime; money laundering; modern slavery and drug 
deals. There is a lot of crime that is paid for by cash. 
But, and this is a big ‘but’, crime does not exist because 
of cash, cash facilitates the crime and it’s wrong to 
suggest crime will reduce or go away because of the 
lack of cash.
You only have to look at the world of security to see 
that as more security is added to any environment, 
the crime changes and finds vulnerabilities in the 
security we have introduced. When EMV (chip and 
PIN) was introduced into the UK, Visa claimed an 85% 
drop in merchant face to face transaction crime. But 
an equivalent rise in online crime, where EMV is not 

used. It also puzzles me, that if EMV was that good why 
wasn’t the drop 100%?
What are the disadvantages of becoming cashless? 
Firstly, it makes society completely dependent on the 
Internet, but we are getting dependent anyway and 
outages are becoming less and less frequent. One small 
point here, when I say becoming cashless, I mean we 
still have physical credit cards, I think the move to 
electronic wallets (E-Wallets) and removing cash will 
not be done in one step. The pros and cons of E-wallets 
is another separate discussion.
A lot of people still depend on cash, like the elderly and 
those who might have difficulty in using a computer 
and it’s societies duty to make sure these groups are 
not alienated in the rush to become cashless. 
But much more insidious than that is the whole process 
itself. When you walk into a shop and pick up a copy of 
your daily newspaper and pay cash, no one knows you’ve 
bought it, apart from the cashier. You’re anonymous, 
but if you pay by debit card there is a record created 
during the transaction that carries not only your card 
details but details of what you have purchased, when 
you purchased it and where you purchased it. That 
record (depending on the merchant and the way they 
take payments) may make its way to the processor and 
on to Visa. Certainly, where you shop, how frequently 
you shop and the amount you spend will be tracked.
This has always has been the case so where am I going 
with this? Well its slightly different today, with social 
media and a connected society and despite laws such 
as GDPR, what you do, where you do it and how often 
you do it is being tracked and sold to people who want 
to market to you. If you buy everything with cards only, 
you and your lifestyle is more complete to any potential 
marketer. 
When I go to cashpoint, I know how much I want to take 
out and spend. When my pockets are empty then that’s 
it – no more spending. I am still being marketed to, 
but in a blunderbuss approach, with adverts delivered 
via magazine, newspapers and adverts on TV. If I don’t 
have the money and the marketing is general, I spend 
when I need something.
But in a society where all my transactions are tracked 
and my phone lets my location be tracked as well, then 
personal directed powerful real time, location enabled 

So, you think your industry is boring…

Part 3 -
The cashless society

By Nigel Tranter
Fitness member and Welsh Umpire



marketing is possible. As I purchase, I will receive 
adverts for complementary products, special offers, 
BOGOF, etc on the phone, on the iPad screen attached 
to my shopping trolley, on the bus stop sign as I walk 
home, on my TV as I watch Netflix...etc. Personal time 
dependent and location specific targeted marketing 
designed to meet your needs directly and encourage 
you to spend. 
Using cards and not cash could also result in me 
spending more and getting into debt. Excessive use 
of credit (or debt) does contribute to increases and 
instability in inflation, remember how Germany and 
Japan have low stable inflation?
Also, every time you use a credit card, the merchant 
has to pay a charge to the processor, bank and Visa, 
as part of the “value chain”. The fee is lovingly known 
in the industry as the “Interchange rate” and can be 
between 0.1% and 3% of the transaction total. This 
means that the merchant receives less for the product 
than they would if you use cash. This is not a problem 
for transactions you would normally put on a credit 
card, like a large expensive item. But it is a problem 
for low margin industries, like the food industry. 
Large supermarkets will get low rates from their 
processor, so if you spend £60 on a food shop, large 
supermarkets are probably paying 6p in fees, but if 
you shop at a local grocer and spend less than £1 on 
apples say, they will probably pay 3p in fees, their 
margin on those apples is probably only 10p to start 
off with. These numbers are best guess, but they 
illustrate the problem for smaller businesses. Cashless 
societies result in barriers to entry to certain industries 
and that’s bad for the consumer. 
The merchant will put up prices to compensate for 
this and the merchant banks (who set the rates) can 
decide what merchants exist. This reduces competition 
and increases prices. 
Of course it goes without saying that at the end of the 
month you get your credit card bill and you can’t pay 
it all at once, so you carry a balance and that local 
newspaper ends up costing you £££ in interest.
It has been said that the UK will follow Sweden and be 
cashless within 10 years. It’s not for me to say and I 
really don’t know what the government have in mind, 
but I think the use of cash will reduce but not entirely 
go away and our great and powerful leaders will over 
that time have to introduce laws to stem the tide of 
personalised marketing, especially to the vulnerable. 
We also need to introduce money management 
lessons in schools, to be as important as Math and 
English, but that’s another article.
As this is the last newsletter, I won’t be able to write 
more on how boring my industry is, but I hope you 
found my 3 articles of some interest.
Stay safe and keep shopping – Visa needs the money 
(not).

The year 2020 has been a difficult one for all of us.  The COVID-19 
pandemic has forced the curtailment of many of the events and 
traditions by which we mark and celebrate our lives and enjoy the 
fellowship of friends and colleagues with whom we share common 
interests and a joint enthusiasm for our sport.
The members of the Masters Rowing Commission were looking 
forward to welcoming the global masters community next week 
to the annual World Rowing Masters Regatta in Linz Austria.  But 
like other World Rowing events, the WRMR unfortunately had 
to be cancelled for this year.  Nevertheless, the ties of friendship 
that unite the masters community endure, and will continue 
long after the hardships of the pandemic have passed.  Many of 
our competitors have maintained a record of participating in 
the WRMR that has lasted for years, and indeed decades.  World 
Rowing has therefore organized a way to maintain the continuity 
of the WRMR and celebrate our sport as lifelong expression of 
health and friendship, even though we cannot meet physically this 
year. 
We invite all masters rowers (age 27 and older) to join us “virtually” 
in the special 2020 World Rowing Virtual Masters Regatta.  
Sometime from 2-6 September, when the 2020 WRMR would have 
been held, please jump on an ergometer/indoor rower and submit 
your score for a 1000m piece to the online form here: 
https://worldrowingforms.wufoo.com/forms/2020-world-rowing-
virtual-masters-regatta
World Rowing will then publish the name, club affiliation and 
nationality of everyone who participates. Each participant will 
also receive by email a digital certificate signed by the FISA 
President and Chair of the Masters Commission.  We will also 
publish general statistics—25th, 50th and 75th percentiles for your 
age group—so then you can compare yourself to everyone else in 
the world. We won’t be publishing individual scores. This is not 
a competition, but rather a joint expression of the solidarity or 
rowers, and participation in our beloved sport even in the face of 
the current global crisis.  (There is of course no entry fee.)
Of course, we still look forward to welcoming you in person next 
year at the postponed WRMR in Linz, and thereafter in Libourne 
FRA (2022), Tshwane RSA (2023), Brandenburg GER (2024), and 
Banyoles ESP (2025).   Until we are able to see each other again, 
we wish you and your family good health, good spirits, and calm 
waters.

Cordially

Ronald K. Chen
Chair, Masters Rowing Commission



If you’re missing your competitive fix, why not take on our 250 
Autumn Dash Challenge in your single - you can compete against 
rowers from across the country from your own stretch of water.
We are today launching our 250m Autumn Dash Challenge, 
providing a much-needed competitive fix to rowers up and down 
the country. The challenge is simple - just find a 250m stretch of 
water, time yourself rowing the distance in both directions and 
then upload your result.
The challenge is hosted on an early release version of our new 
British Rowing Challenge Hub. The Challenge Hub will provide 
British Rowing members with competitive challenges throughout 
the year that can be completed on their own stretch of water. New 
challenges will be added over the coming months as the platform 
is further developed.
To take part in the challenge:
  • Find a 250m stretch of water to row the challenge on.
 • Row the stretch in both directions in your single (this helps 

minimise the effects of wind, tide or stream) and record the 
time taken for each leg (at the moment you can do this through 
any means whether it’s a simple stopwatch or you could plot it 
more accurately with a stroke coach or phone app).

• Log on to the challenge page with your usual British Rowing 
Membership account and then upload both your times!

• The system will add the two times and you can see where you 
stack up on the leaderboard.

You can do the challenge as many times as you like so see if you 
can beat your own time and move up the leaderboard!
Enter the Challenge Now visit
https://challengehub.britishrowing.org/event/1?utm_
source=membership&utm_medium=email&utm_
campaign=challenge-hub&utm_content=challengehub-launch
As the platform is in beta, we’d also love to hear your feedback - if 
you have any suggestions or ideas please send them through to 
challengehub@britishrowing.org.

British Rowing launches 250m Autumn Dash Challenge 

For Sale – Aylings Olympian 1x 
70-85 Kg - Built approx 1997 - £1400

Sold with pair Concept 2 big blades and NK Rate Meter in LRC Colours

A cherished and well maintained boat in regular use for competition and training.
At present she is called Wishful Thinking and has won numerous medals in Master 

at The National Championships, Henley and Worlds. Racked at Llandaff RC.
Contact:-

Steve D-Hill on 02921 358 123 or email skdenleyhill@gmail.com



There is very little “English” rowing in Venice these days as the water is so rough most of the time because
of the wash from motor launches and vaporettos.  It was the massive increase of powered boats and the resultant
damaging wash and waves that led to the idea for the Vogalonga in 1974.  This is a 30km row around the
lagoon on a Sunday morning, usually in May.  The vaporettos stop for the morning, and up to 1600
hand-powered boats with up to 6000 participants have the water mostly to themselves, to remind the authorities
how damaging unrestricted power boats can be.

ROWING VENICE’s  vogalonga

The Vogalonga is an “event”,
not a race. As their web site
will also tell you “The
Vogalonga isn’t an agonistic
manifestation”.  However, you
may take between two and four
hours on the course together
with an hour at each end on the
water, so you prepare for the
weather and think of the
requirements for comfort.

I have prepared an impression
of the day in pictures.  Take
note of the “PUNTO CRITICI”
on the map.

Vogalonga Day.  Get up early - probably before
your hotel is open for breakfast.  If you are boating
from a club you will probably be told to be there
by 7.00am,  Get your gear organised.  Some of
the local boats will be decorated with flowers.

If you club colour
is blue and there
are no blue flowers
in the market, get
white and some
spray paint.

Time to get boated.  The lagoon is tidal and Venetian boats are
heavy, so they will be dropped into the water from a hoist.  With
limited hoists and most clubs launching the majority of their
boats you now know why you got up so early.

Don’t forget your water, your picnic and prosecco if you are in
a Venetian boat, your sweater because it’s still cold and your
rainwear if needed.  If you are in a quad put a plank across the
sax boards for the cox - he will need a clear view.

Find you way through towards the Grand Canal and the start.
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Rowing Venice’s Vogalonga - Written by Ian Hall - Master’s Rower



Row down to the Basino St Marco and joint the
hundreds of boats already milling round waiting
for the gun.

The fire boat is here this year to fill you with
water if you cross the line early.

9 o’clock.  Bang, the canon sounds and you’re off.

Join the rush down to Punto Critici 1 at 3km, the
Vignole turn.  1500 crews trying to do a right angle
turn at the end of the island.

Will that quad stop and hold it on stroke side or try
to do it on the rudder?  He’s had to stop anyway.

The kayak will be OK, but what is the dragon boat
doing?  How did he get stuck across course?  Chaos!
I’ll stop while it sorts itself out.  Tell the boat behind,
politely, that there’s no point in trying to ram you,
he won’t get there any quicker.

On to Punto Critici 2, S. Erasmo.
9km.  Accident alley.

It’s thinning out now so people
are getting (over)confident.
There’s a sharp bend and water
station.

Some people are getting tired.
Watch the kayak, he’ll probably
stop right in front of you!

Now on to Burano.  The channel is marked
by the briccole.  Don’t try the straight route,
it will be slower as it’s so shallow the bottom
drag will be awful.

Then Punto Critici 3 at Mazzorbo after
15km.  Avoid the jam where they are trying
to lob water and bananas into the boats, and
move through to stop for your picnic.
Water, frittata, prosecco, fresh cherries and
more water.  We don’t have a dietitian on
board!  Get ready for the long open section
to Murano.
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22km and you’re at Murano.

On the home stretch now with
a bit of room.  Usually see a
few spectators here.

But that 7km from Mazzorbo
alongside the dragon boat was
terrible.  You never want to
hear another drum.

Punto Critici 4.  Cannaregio.

Chaos.  The kayaks and Venetian boats come too
close to the fours and quads, who pull in their oars
and now can’t steer.  Then if the tide is against
them they won’t have the way to get through the
bridge, and they’ll slew across the canal.

In recent years they have put people in wet suits
in the canal to try clear crews who get stuck.

But this is where there are canal-side cafes if you
are there as a spectator.

If you have arrived early enough, however,  you may
have rowed straight through and waved to the crowds.

I was lucky enough to row in this, the Querini club
distatona one year.  Eighteen oars, the longest club boat
in Venice.  Only the Doge was allowed twenty oars.

We had also acted as wedding car 48 hours earlier,
carrying the bride and groom from the Lido to Venice
for a blessing, prior to taking them back to the Lido for
the marriage service.

Back on the Grand Canal, and you’ve got some room to
move. Through the Rialto bridge. Only a couple of km to go.

Head for the finish pontoon to collect medals and
participation certificate.

Now just the slog back to the boathouse,
and join the queue for the hoist.
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